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Abstract

While some communities of animals living in groups may develop systems

of cooperation or mutual altruism, many other animal societies are charac-

terised by dominance hierarchies. This thesis is concerned with describing

the development of cooperation and dominance hierarchies amongst ani-

mal groups.

By using a game-theoretic framework, I develop and investigate simple

models to describe social interactions amongst animals. In particular, I

consider the situation in which the animals differ from each other by some

asymmetry and I analyse the effect of such individual differences on the

models.

Unlike earlier work in this field, which tended to focus on cooperation

or dominance hierarchies in isolation, I develop a model that allows both

cooperation and dominance hierarchies to arise. Additionally, this work

is novel in that it makes a connection between the Hawk–Dove model and

the formation of a dominance hierarchy.

I begin my analysis with a static analysis of the asymmetric Hawk–Dove

game, using the concept of an evolutionary stable strategy. This is fol-

lowed by the application of replicator dynamics to the problem. My anal-

ysis shows that neither of these standard approaches allow cooperation as

an outcome, which motivates me to develop new but tractable dynamic

models.

The final model presented allows both cooperation and dominance re-

lations in different circumstances, and I discuss how it can be used to

model the formation of a dominance hierarchy. Finally, I investigate how

much asymmetry is required in order to make qualitative differences in

the relative frequencies of cooperation and dominance hierarchies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Examples of animals living in groups are seen frequently in nature. The benefits that

animals gain by living together include the dilution of predation risk and increased

foraging success [7]. However, the limited availability of resources such as water,

food, and space implies that members of animal groups must formulate methods with

which to divide the restricted resources amongst themselves. This will often result in

animals competing with other group members over the limited resources.

In such situations, animals need to decide what type of behaviour to exhibit

when interacting with their competitors. Research in ethology, the study of animal

behaviour, has shown that there are various types of behaviour that animals routinely

exhibit when in the situation of competing for a resource. As explained in [55],

competing animals sometimes first exchange ‘displays’ of strength, which involve little

energy consumption or injury risk and hence are of relatively low cost to the animal.

Then, if no animal withdraws from the competition, there is an escalation in behaviour

and the animals become more aggressive. The animal who wins a fight (which occurs

after both animals escalate) or whose opponent has withdrawn wins the resource.

The allocation of resources will have a significant effect on each animal’s fitness,

and in particular, their Darwinian fitness. Broadly speaking, Darwinian fitness refers

to an animal’s survival and reproductive success [28]. In situations of limited re-

sources, there will be a ‘survival of the fittest’ scenario in which the more successful

traits (or phenotypes) will be passed onto offspring.

In this thesis, I aim to make a contribution to the understanding of two contrast-

ing styles of animal interaction: cooperation and dominance hierarchies. Cooperation

refers to situations where animals voluntarily share resources. Interestingly, research

has shown that cooperation between members of animal groups occurs in many differ-

ent types of species, ranging from honeybees [67] to vervet monkeys [63]. For example,

vampire bats have been observed to regurgitate blood that they have obtained in or-

der to give it to a hungry member of their colony [73]. However, cooperation seems
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paradoxical when considering Darwin’s theory of ‘survival of the fittest’. Surely an

animal that cooperates with its opponents lowers its own Darwinian fitness?

One alternative to cooperation is dominance hierarchies, where the dominant in-

dividuals obtain a larger share of the resources than inferior individuals. These occur

commonly in animal groups and examples of such social structures include dominance

hierarchies observed in crayfish [44] or pecking orders in flocks of chickens [33]. Ani-

mals benefit from being members of stable dominance hierarchies due to the reduction

in the number of costly fights. Fighting carries a risk of injury as well as energetic

costs, so it is preferable for animals to avoid fighting [58]. Additionally, there are

situations (such as being in the presence of a predator) in which animals are better

off being part of a dominance hierarchy than being alone [43].

Many of the aforementioned studies of animal behaviour have noted regular fea-

tures observed in the formation of dominance hierarchies. First, there are often high

levels of aggression amongst animals when they are first brought together to form a

group. Additionally, the levels of aggression tend to drop as the experiment progresses

– for instance, in [44], the levels of fighting had reduced significantly within a hour of

the experiment. In this thesis, I explore how cooperation and dominance hierarchies

can both result from repeated interactions between members of animal groups.

The members of animal groups vary by characteristics such as age, gender, and

size, so it is also important to incorporate individual asymmetries in models. For

convenience, I consider only one asymmetry – the size difference between animals. I

choose to consider this asymmetry over other possible alternatives because research

suggests that it is a key factor in animal contests over a large range of different

species [27, 53, 72]. As explained in [1] and [50], larger animals usually win escalated

contests, and hence relative body-size is one of the most important determinants of

the outcome of a fight.

One would expect that changing the degree of asymmetry would also change the

relative frequencies of cooperation versus dominance hierarchies – an animal that

is much larger than its opponent (and hence more likely to win in a fight) will be

aggressive more frequently than a smaller animal [13]. In my analysis, I examine

the effect of varying the asymmetry on the relative frequencies of cooperation versus

dominance hierarchies.

The aim of this thesis is to derive a model that accounts for the individual asymme-

tries of animals and allows both cooperation and dominance hierarchies as outcomes
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in different circumstances. Since there are various different strategies that can be

used when animals conflict over resources, my aim is to explain the circumstances in

which each strategy may be adopted. The standard approach to such evolutionary

problems is to use game theory, which provides a convenient framework in which to

analyse the different behaviours that animals can display.

In Chapter 2, I briefly outline background material from game theory, focussing

on evolutionary game theory. I also survey some of the recent research that in rel-

evant to the development of models of cooperation and dominance hierarchies. In

Chapter 3, I formulate the problem of competition for resources amongst asymmetric

individuals in the language of game theory. Standard approaches to analysing evolu-

tionary games include static and dynamic analyses, which are described in Chapter 4.

However, I will show that the desired result cannot be reached using these standard

techniques. Hence, I develop and create novel simple models to investigate the exis-

tence of cooperation and dominance hierarchies in Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 7, I

then consider how the results of such models can be used to model the formation of a

dominance hierarchy. Chapter 8 contains a discussion of results, and then I conclude

and suggest possible extensions to this work in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Background Material

2.1 Classical Game Theory

Consider a situation with two or more entities who must decide how to strategically

interact with each other in the setting of a ‘game’ with set outcomes and strategies.

The study of such strategic interactions is called game theory. Game theory is often

used in the setting of ethology [6, 38, 75], as game theory can translate a complex ani-

mal conflict situation into a convenient mathematical format where optimal solutions,

if they exist, can be determined.

Game theory has been applied in a wide variety of settings including economics

[26], politics [10], computer science [36], and football [22]. Its wide applicability

to many decision-making processes and the way in which it can simplify seemingly

complex problems into a form (called a ‘game’) that is much easier to analyse makes

game theory very useful.

A well-known example of such a game is referred to as the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’

[4]. Imagine a pair of friends (A and B) who have been arrested over some crime

and now must separately make the decision of whether to confess (‘defect’ from each

other) or not confess (‘cooperate’ with each other). For the purpose of the game, I

also assume that they have no way of communicating with each other.

Each individual is offered the same deal by the police: if one of the pair confesses

that the pair committed the crime, whilst the other remains silent, then the confessor

will get a significantly reduced prison sentence of 1 year and the other individual will

get a sentence of 10 years. In the case that both friends confess, each will receive a

prison sentence of 8 years; in the case that both do not confess, each will receive a

sentence of 4 years.

In the standard language of game theory, the two people are called the ‘players’

of the game, the decisions that the players can make are called ‘strategies’, and the
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rewards that players can receive are called ‘payoffs’ (which are negative in the case

of prison sentences).

Using a game-theoretic model of this scenario, an individual can strategically

analyse which decision should be made. Game theory makes the assumption that

each player is perfectly rational and selfish (that is, each tries to maximise his/her

payoff). The different cases of the situation can be modelled succinctly using the

bi-matrix shown in Table 2.1.

HHH
HHH

HH
A

B
Cooperate Defect

Cooperate (−4,−4) (−10,−1)

Defect (−1,−10) (−8,−8)

Table 2.1: The prisoner’s dilemma game.

The rows in Table 2.1 correspond to the strategies that player A can play, whereas

the columns correspond to the strategies that player B can play. The entries of the

table consist of the payoffs for each player – player A’s payoffs are on the left and

player B’s payoffs are on the right. For example, if player A defects and player B

cooperates, then player A would receive a payoff of ‘−1’ (1 year sentence) and player

B would receive a payoff of ‘−10’ (10 years sentence).

Using the convenient layout of a game, standard results from game theory can

be used to analyse the problem. In other words, it is possible to determine which

strategy is optimal by considering each player’s ‘best response’ (the strategy that will

allow him/her to minimise their sentence) to each strategy that might be played by

his/her opponent.

Consider the viewpoint of player A. If player B decides to defect, then player A

can also defect and get a sentence of 8 years or cooperate and get a sentence of 10

years. Thus, player A’s best response to player B playing the strategy ‘defect’ would

be to also defect. If, however, player B decides to cooperate, then player A can defect

and get a sentence of 1 year or also cooperate and get a sentence of 4 years. Thus,

player A’s best response to player B playing the strategy ‘cooperate’ is also to defect.

From this, I can conclude that the ‘best’ strategy, regardless of which strategy
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the opponent might play is to defect.1 However, both individuals are assumed to

be perfectly rational and selfish, so any players’ opponent will also decide that the

best strategy to play is to defect. This is the interesting feature of the prisoner’s

dilemma. Both players decide to play their ‘best’ strategy of defect, which will lead

to an outcome where each serves a longer sentence than if they had both cooperated.

However, a small amendment of the one-round prisoner’s dilemma scenario above

gives interesting results. Now consider the case of an iterated prisoner’s dilemma,

where the game is played by the same two players more than once. This fundamentally

changes the outcome because players can use the information obtained from previous

rounds to help them decide which strategy to play.

Interestingly, when considering an iterated prisoner’s dilemma, cooperation can

occur. Because a player will know the strategies that its opponent has played pre-

viously, defecting will cause more harm, as this will encourage its opponent to also

defect in future rounds. Thus, both might cooperate and this will earn them signifi-

cantly better payoffs than any other strategy would over the N rounds of the game.

Note, importantly, that I assume the number of rounds, N , of the prisoner’s dilemma

to be played is unknown to both players. If N were known, backwards induction

implies that defecting would still be the optimal strategy [4].

Thus, cooperation can exist as an optimal strategy in the iterated prisoner’s

dilemma, even if defection is always optimal in a one-off encounter. A famous exam-

ple of this is the ‘tit for tat’ strategy [4], which was discovered during a computer

tournament for a winning strategy of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. An individual

that plays the tit for tat strategy cooperates in the first round of the game; in further

rounds the player simply copies the strategy that was last employed by its opponent.

This example is important because it highlights how considering repeated inter-

actions (which would certainly be the case in a group of animals) might lead to coop-

eration. Additionally, behaviour similar to the tit for tat strategy has been observed

in a variety of different species (see, for example, [30] and [47]).

1Using standard game-theory terminology, the set of strategies in which both players play their

optimal strategy and the corresponding payoffs is a ‘Nash equilibrium’.
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2.2 Zoological Background

The paradoxical nature of resource-sharing (an animal that shares the resource is

lowering its Darwinian fitness) makes it a popular subject within biology. This has

led to the development of a variety of theories on how and when resource-sharing

occurs amongst animals. While a comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this

thesis, I will motivate my use of game theory and related models by describing some

of the broad themes in current research on resource-sharing.

First, a lot of research has been carried out to find the reasons why cooperation ac-

tually occurs in practice. Studies investigating the occurrence of cooperation between

animals have suggested four main explanations: reciprocity, by-product mutualism,

kin selection, and group selection [24].

Reciprocity is what can be seen in the prisoner’s dilemma - cooperation occurs

with the hope that an opponent will also cooperate in the future. By-product mu-

tualism refers to cooperation occurring when an animal, whilst benefiting itself, also

unintentionally benefits its opponent. Kin selection is cooperation due to the animals

being related. Finally, group selection explains that cooperation occurs for the good

of the group [24].

Various approaches have been developed to model cooperation. I have already

discussed how a game-theoretic approach can be used to model the evolution of co-

operation – a ‘tit for tat’ strategy can lead to cooperation in the iterated prisoner’s

dilemma. However, such a model has limited use, because cooperation will only be

reached if the competitors start by cooperating. As discussed earlier, when animals

first meet, there are usually high levels of aggression, so starting with a cooperative

strategy would be an unreasonable feature to include in my model.

Dominance hierarchies play an significant role in phenotypic evolution because

more dominant animals have greater access to important resources than subordinate

members of an animal group. The hierarchies can be classified as being egalitarian

(benefits are equally shared between the animals) or despotic (animals higher in the

hierarchy receive more benefits than those lower) [70].

Many models have also been developed for the formation of a dominance hierarchy

in animal groups (see, for example, [12] and [54]). Unlike earlier work in this field,

which tended to focus on cooperation or dominance hierarchies in isolation, I seek a

model that allows both cooperation and dominance hierarchies to arise.
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It is interesting to note that there are two phases of hierarchy development – a

formation phase (when a group of animals meets for the first time), and a maintenance

phase (when the hierarchy has been formed but there may be changes for reasons such

as the introduction of a new animal). When constructing a model for a dominance

hierarchy, it is important to create a model that incorporates both phases of the

hierarchy development in what Broom refers to as a ‘unified’ model [12].

The discussion of a maintenance phase also highlights another important feature –

dominance hierarchies are not permanent and might change over time [48]. Another

interesting aspect of animal behaviour is that, although rare, some species display

female dominance, where every adult female dominates every adult male [56]. Addi-

tionally, research has shown that lower ranking animals may form alliances in order

to gain a competitive advantage against other animals [15].

The aim of this thesis is to develop a simple model for the formation of dominance

hierarchies and the occurrence of cooperation in animal groups. In this section, I have

listed some characteristics of animal behaviour. Although the model which I develop

in this thesis will not show all of these different observations, the discussion provides

motivation for a number of interesting possible extensions. I will tackle my problem

within the framework of evolutionary game theory, which I discuss in the next section.

2.3 Evolutionary Game Theory

I want to model how the interactions between animals living in groups can result in

cooperation and dominance hierarchies. Earlier, I explained that game theory can

be used to model the strategic interactions between ‘players’. In particular, I work

within the field of evolutionary game theory, which studies the strategic interactions

between members of evolving populations of organisms such as animals or plants.

Although evolutionary game theory has now been studied for several decades, even

the classical theory is still able to provide new and exciting insights [3]. Evolutionary

game theory is motivated by the expectation that more successful strategies will

prevail over time, as compared to strategies that give lower payoffs. The evolutionary

equivalent of the classical game theory assumption that players are rational is that

survival of the fittest will lead towards players optimising their reproductive success

[37].
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A common criticism of evolutionary game theory involves questioning how the

players of such evolutionary games (in my case, animals) can be reasonably expected

to make rational decisions for themselves. However, as Maynard Smith explained in

[64], evolutionary game theory does not rely on the assumption that animals try to

maximise their payoffs. Rather, the optimisation of the game-theoretic model can

provide a way of determining the result that nature would obtain.

It is important to note that there are a few key differences between game theory

and evolutionary game theory. Most importantly, the players in an evolutionary game

do not make conscious decisions unlike in classical game theory. Instead, the players

inherit their behaviour from their forebears [52].

Additionally, recall the prisoner’s dilemma example from Section 2.1 and remem-

ber that the payoffs in the matrix corresponded to the jail sentences that each player

would have to serve. In the context of evolutionary game theory, the payoffs in an

evolutionary game will now represent changes in Darwinian fitness. In this way, a

strategy can be measured relative to other strategies to see how much it can benefit

an animal’s reproductive success.

By providing an alternative way in which to model the evolution of a population,

evolutionary game theory has led to some significant advances in the study of animal

behaviour [35]. In the 1970s, Maynard Smith created a framework in which to model

animal conflicts. He formulated the ‘Hawk–Dove’ game, which models the situation

in which two animals are contesting over some resource of value V and any injury

obtained will cause a decrease in Darwinian fitness by an amount C.

Maynard Smith assumed that animals can behave in one of two ways – like a

‘Dove’ or like a ‘Hawk’ [64]. An animal that behaves like a Dove first displays but

then retreats at once if its opponent escalates. An animal that behaves like a Hawk

always escalates and continues until it is injured or its opponent retreats.

If both animals behave like Doves, then they each gain an equal share of the

resource. If one animal behaves like a Dove, whilst the other behaves like a Hawk,

then whichever animal is playing the Hawk strategy wins the whole resource. Note

that in this case, there is a dominance relation. As explained in [16], a dominance

relation exists between two individuals when one attacks or threatens to attack the

other, whereas the other shows little or no aggression. Finally, in the case in which

both animals play the Hawk strategy, there will be a fight. Maynard Smith assumed

that in this situation each animal has 50% chance of injury and 50% chance of winning
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the fight (by injuring its opponent). Hence, the expected payoff that each animal

would receive in the Hawk–Hawk case would be V−C
2

.

Similar to how the prisoner’s dilemma was summarised into a game matrix, the

corresponding game for the Hawk–Dove model is given in Table 2.2.

HH
HHH

HHH
A

B
Dove Hawk

Dove

(
V

2
,
V

2

)
(0,V )

Hawk (V ,0)

(
V − C

2
,
V − C

2

)
Table 2.2: The Hawk–Dove game.

Maynard Smith also introduced a concept with which to analyse such an evolu-

tionary game, similar to how the prisoner’s dilemma example could be analysed for

Nash equilibria. He introduced the term ‘evolutionary stable strategy’, which is a

strategy such that if all members of a population adopted the strategy, then a mu-

tant strategy could not invade the population. In other words, no mutant strategy

can prevail when all animals in the group adopt the evolutionary stable strategy.

I will use the Hawk–Dove model as a foundation for my work. My problem

is different in that I do not assume that each animal has an equal probability of

winning a fight as I want to account for asymmetries in animal groups. Instead of the

symmetric game shown in Table 2.2, my problem will correspond to an asymmetric

game, which I will present in Chapter 3. Thus, I need to consider a slightly modified

definition for an evolutionary stable strategy that describes a strategy for each player.

I use similar notation to that in [64], where πi(X, Y ) is the payoff to animal i

when animal A plays strategy X and animal B plays strategy Y .

Definition: A strategy pair (I∗, J∗) is called an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) if

πA(I∗, J) > πA(I, J) for all I 6= I∗

and

πB(I, J∗) > πB(I, J) for all J 6= J∗.
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Essentially, each strategy in the pair has to give a strictly better payoff than what

would be achieved by using another available strategy [2]. Note that an evolutionary

stable strategy does not guarantee that a population will tend to that strategy. The

definition of an evolutionary stable strategy requires the majority of a population to

be playing that strategy, and such a strategy could be ‘inaccessible’ [51]. Nevertheless,

it is still a useful concept as it can provide insight into the possible evolutionary states

that a population can obtain.

In my problem, I can use evolutionary game theory to understand how the strate-

gies played by members of animal groups ‘evolve’ over time. By considering which

behaviours survive the process of ‘natural selection’, I then should be able to deter-

mine whether cooperation or dominance hierarchies result.

I differ from existing work in the field by the way in which I will make a connection

between the Hawk–Dove model and the formation of a dominance hierarchy. In the

next chapter, using the Hawk–Dove model, I will show that an appropriate idealisation

of animals interactions can be expressed as an asymmetric game.

Additionally, one can analyse games through the use of ordinary differential equa-

tions [40]. One of the most popular methods used to investigate evolutionary games

is the replicator dynamics model [68, 71], which studies how the frequencies of each

possible strategy evolve, assuming that an animal passes on its ‘behaviour type’ to

its offspring. I study replicator dynamics in further detail in Chapter 4.

Here, I note an important result related to my problem involving ‘mixed’ evolu-

tionary stable strategies. A pure evolutionary stable strategy pair for an asymmetric

game is an ESS in which each player adopts only one strategy throughout its lifetime.

A mixed ESS can be achieved in one of two ways. The first way is by having players

adopting strategies at random. The second way is by interpreting each player to be

a population of players (who play the same strategy during their lifetimes) in which

more than one type of strategist exist.

When considering symmetric games, in which one can switch players A and B

without changing the problem, it is often the case that there exist ‘mixed’ evolutionary

stable strategies. However, Selten proved in 1980 that asymmetric games have no

mixed ESSs [62]. Selten showed that any ESS of asymmetric animal conflicts can

only consist of pure strategies if the animals know the size of the asymmetry [64].

This is useful because it reduces the number of possible points in the strategy space

that need to be examined for ESSs.
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Chapter 3

Modelling the Problem

I outline the assumptions that I shall make in the modelling of the problem. I follow

the assumptions made by Maynard Smith in [64]. However, because the problem

that I am considering differs from Maynard Smith’s classical Hawk–Dove model by

the introduction of an asymmetry, I will also need a further simplifying assumption

(Assumption 2).

Assumptions:

1. There is a limited amount of the resource that is being contested.

Dominance becomes an important concept only when the resource for which

competitors are competing is limited [32, 44]. Thus, I make this assumption so

that dominance hierarchies can actually form.

2. The sizes of the animals in the group are fixed.

Although, this might seem at first to be an unreasonable assumption, research

suggests that a change in the body-size of animals need not have a significant

effect on animal behaviour. For example, Abbot, Dunbrack, and Orr, whilst

conducting experiments with fish, found that even when subordinate fish later

became up to 50% larger than the dominant fish, they still did not contest the

order [1]. The authors suggested that the risk of injury and the low probability of

the size differences changing meant that the fish concerned used the experience

of previous encounters to settle contests rather than fighting. As I will show in

Chapter 5, the more advanced models in this thesis have the property that a

stable dominance relation can develop where the weaker individual is dominant.

3. There is only asexual reproduction.

This assumption is usually made in evolutionary game theory so that the evo-

lution of strategies can be analysed easily. Since animals are assumed to pass
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on their behaviour onto their offspring, the assumption of asexual reproduction

means that the success of different behaviour types can be tracked easily.

4. The resource is divisible.

I assume this so that cooperation (in the form of sharing the resource) can occur.

Discussion concerning games over indivisible resources can be found in [64].

In such cases, if both animals play the Dove strategy, then whichever animal

‘displays’ the longest wins the resource. Also, concepts such as displaying costs

(which I do not consider in this thesis) become more important when examining

games over indivisible resources.

5. The probability of repeated interactions between group members is

high.

I make this assumption because otherwise the benefits of being in a hierarchy

will not be sufficient to warrant the costs associated of being in the order [21].

Thus, I make the assumption to ensure that a dominance hierarchy can occur.

6. The contests are always between a pair of animals A and B.

Experiments have shown that pairwise contests occur and also that hierarchies

are formed in animal groups from such pairwise interactions [23, 29, 44].

I want to model how animals interact with each other. As in the classical Hawk–

Dove model, I suppose that each animal can choose one of two strategies to play:

Hawk or Dove. Although, it would be more realistic to also consider additional

strategies, for convenience I consider only these two possibilities because they reflect

the main types of behaviour displayed by animals [9, 18, 65]. An obvious extension

would be to study additional strategies, such as the ‘retaliator’, who displays first

and then escalates if its opponent escalates [64].

As I showed in Chapter 2, when considering a situation in which animals A and B

can play the strategies Dove or Hawk, there are three possible results: both animals

can share the resource, one can withdraw from the contest after the series of displays

(leaving the resource to its opponent), or both animals can escalate the situation into

a fight.

In the final scenario, an actual fight occurs and (as in [64]) I assume that each

animal will continue fighting until injured and forced to retreat. Thus, two outcomes

are possible: either A wins the fight or B wins the fight. Furthermore, there will be
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associated costs of fighting which I need to take into account. In [64], Maynard Smith

assumed that during a fight, one of the two animals will be injured and be forced to

retreat. However, when two animals fight, both the winner and loser will obtain some

injury (although to different extents).

I denote the cost of fighting for the loser of a fight to be cL ≥ 0 and the cost

of fighting for the winner of a fight to be cW ≥ 0. I expect the injuries obtained to

include a base cost of being in a fight, which I denote as c0L for the loser and c0W for

the winner. I also expect injuries to include an additional cost that is dependent on

the size difference (which, for simplicity, I choose to be a linear dependence) between

the winning animal and the losing animal, which I denote as c1L for the loser and c1W

for the winner. Thus, I take the costs to be of the form

cL = c0L + c1L y,

cW = c0W − c1W y,

c0L, c1L, c0W , c1W ≥ 0,

where

y = size of winner− size of loser.

I also assume that the resource for which the two animals are competing has a to-

tal value of 1. I show the corresponding payoff matrix for the problem that I am

considering in Table 3.1.

HH
HHH

HHH
A

B
Dove Hawk

Dove (1
2
,1
2
) (0,1)

Hawk (−cL, 1− cW )

(1,0) or

(1− cW , −cL)

Table 3.1: The game.

One should note that in the Hawk–Hawk box, there are two possible payoffs for

each animal. The entries in the brackets at the top of the box correspond to when

animal B wins the fight, and the entries in the brackets at the bottom correspond to

when animal A wins the fight.
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I now consider the probability for an animal to win a fight. Once such a probability

is determined, it can be used to find the expected payoffs that an animal will receive in

the Hawk–Hawk box. This will allow me to analyse the game using concepts such as

an ESS. In [64], Maynard Smith considered the animals to have an equal probability

of winning a fight. However, I am considering animals with different body sizes, and

I should also incorporate such an asymmetry into the probability of winning a fight.

Suppose that the size ‘s’ of an animal is normalised so that s ∈ [0, 1]. I define the

size difference to be

z = size of animal A− size of animal B,

and note that z lies in the range [−1, 1]. Using this definition of the asymmetry gives

the game shown in Table 3.2.

H
HHH

HHHH
A

B
Dove Hawk

Dove (1
2
,1
2
) (0,1)

Hawk (−c0L + c1L z, 1− c0W − c1W z)

(1,0) or

(1− c0W + c1W z, −c0L − c1L z)

Table 3.2: Incorporating size asymmetry into the game.

I assume that the probability that animal A wins the fight, pAwins
, to be of the

form

pAwins
=

1

2
z +

1

2
. (3.1)

This is an acceptable choice because as z increases (i.e., as the size of animal

A increases compared to animal B), the probability that animal A will win a fight

increases. Additionally, when the animals are of equal size (i.e., z = 0) both animals

have an equal probability of winning the fight. Because the following condition must

be satisfied

pAwins
= 1− pBwins

,

the probability that animal B wins the fight pBwins
is of the form

pBwins
=

1

2
− 1

2
z. (3.2)
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Using the probability of winning a fight and the functional forms of the costs of

fighting, I can calculate the expected payoff for each animal in the situation of an

escalated contest. I use the abbreviations ‘H’ for Hawk and ‘D’ for Dove. I also

use the notation EF
i (X, Y ) to represent the expected payoff from being in a fight for

animal i in which animal A plays strategy X and animal B plays strategy Y . The

expected payoff for animal A when there is a fight is then

EF
A(H,H) = pAwins

× (payoff for winning) + pBwins
× (payoff for losing)

=

(
z + 1

2

)(
1− c0W + c1W z

)
+

(
1− z

2

)(
− c0L + c1L z

)
= αz2 + βz + γ, (3.3)

where

α :=
1

2

(
c1W − c1L), β :=

1

2

(
1− c0W + c1W + c0L + c1L), γ :=

1

2
(1− c0W − c0L).

Similarly,

EF
B(H,H) = αz2 − βz + γ (3.4)

is the expected payoff for animal B. This yields the game given in Table 3.3.

HHH
HHH

HH
A

B
Dove Hawk

Dove (1
2
,1
2
) (0,1)

Hawk (1,0) (αz2 + βz + γ, αz2 − βz + γ)

Table 3.3: The expected game.

There are two standard techniques with which to study evolutionary games –

a static analysis and a dynamic analysis [71]. In the next chapter, I first consider

the static analysis, which involves using the concept of an ESS. I can see from the

expected game that, for fixed values of the parameters α, β, and γ, varying the size

of the asymmetry will change the payoffs expected from a fight. Thus, varying z will

yield different strategy pairs as ESSs. I then consider a dynamic analysis of the game.

One would expect the strategies that give better payoffs to prevail over time, and a

dynamic analysis incorporates this idea by modelling the changes in the frequencies

of each type of strategist in a population.
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Chapter 4

Two Standard Approaches

4.1 Static Analysis

A static analysis involves investigating the existence of any ESSs of the game, using a

game-theoretic approach similar to that when considering best-responses in classical

game theory.1 In this section, I use such a simple analysis to gain more understanding

into the problem and to motivate further development of the model.

I will use the notation of X–Y to represent the situation in which animal A plays

strategy X and animal B plays strategy Y . By considering the definition of an ESS, I

can see that the strategy pairs Dove–Hawk and Hawk–Dove satisfy the ESS condition

for certain values of the parameters appearing in the Hawk–Hawk box in Table 3.3.

More precisely, I obtain these results whenever the parameter choices give a positive

expected payoff of fighting for one animal and a negative expected payoff of fighting

for the other. Whichever animal expects to achieve a negative payoff in the case of a

fight is then the animal that plays the Dove strategy in the strategy pair that forms

the ESS.

These two potential ESSs provide some insight into how a dominance hierarchy

can be formed in a group of animals. As discussed earlier, a dominance relation exists

between two individuals when one attacks or threatens to attack the other, whereas

the other shows little or no aggression.

Using this concept of a dominance relation, I interpret the Dove–Hawk ESS as

indicating that animal B dominates animal A, whereas the Hawk–Dove ESS cor-

responds to animal B being dominated by animal A. If I were to combine all of

1Recall from Chapter 2 the discussion on Nash equilibria. At a Nash equilibrium of strategy

choices, each player gains payoffs that are at least as high as the payoffs that would be gained from

playing any other strategy. At a strict Nash equilibrium of strategy choices, each player gains payoffs

that are strictly better than payoffs that could be gained from playing any other strategy. In fact,

as discussed in [60], an ESS is a strict Nash equilibrium.
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the dominance relations between members in the group, then a dominance hierarchy

could be formed.

Figure 4.1 illustrates how changing the parameters affects the outcomes of the

game. Fixing the parameters c1W , c0L, and c1L whilst varying c0W , Figure 4.1 shows

that different strategy pairs are ESSs as one varies the size of the asymmetry.

Figure 4.1: The graph displays the possible ESSs of the game when fixing the param-

eters c1W = 0.1, c0L = 0.7, and c1L = 0.2 and varying c0W .

The point at which all the areas meet in Figure 4.1 represents the choice of pa-

rameters for which the payoffs for both players in the Hawk–Hawk box are 0. That

is,

αz2 + βz + γ = αz2 − βz + γ = 0.

The orange area corresponds to the values of parameters that give both players a

positive expected payoff for fighting, whereas the red area represents the values of

parameters that give both players a negative expected payoff. The yellow area of

the figure corresponds to the situation in which the expected payoff for player A is

negative, but the expected payoff for player B is positive. Finally, the blue area

corresponds to the values of parameters that give a negative expected payoff for
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player B but a positive expected payoff for player A. As would be expected, the

figure illustrates that as the costs of fighting increase, fighting (this happens in the

Hawk–Hawk case) becomes less likely.

In Figure 4.2, I show how changing the parameter c1L, whilst fixing the other

cost parameters, affects the ESSs of the game. The transition points between the

yellow and orange regions in the figure correspond to values of z and c1L that give

αz2 + βz + γ = 0, whereas the transition points between the orange and blue regions

correspond to values of z and c1L that give αz2 − βz + γ = 0.

Figure 4.2: Possible ESSs of the game when fixing the parameters c0W = 0.1, c0L =

0.3, and c1W = 0.2 and varying c1L.

An important feature to note from these graphs is that as the cost parameters

increase, there is a shrinking of the window of values of z in which the Hawk–Hawk

strategy pair is an ESS. This range results because the incentive for the smaller animal

to fight decreases when the potential level of injury increases. The other important

feature to note in the figure above is that cooperation never appears as an ESS.

In fact, regardless of the parameter values, cooperation (i.e., the animals sharing

the resource) will never be a result in this static analysis. This can be understood if
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I consider the ESS concept. A Dove–Dove situation will never be an ESS, because

an animal can always improve its payoff by playing Hawk against an opponent who

plays Dove.

To summarise, the static analysis carried out in this chapter shows that using the

concept of an ESS is not enough to give cooperation as an outcome. However, it does

provide insight into how a dominance hierarchy can arise in animal groups through

the ESSs of Dove–Hawk and Hawk–Dove.

Nevertheless, one should note that in cases where there is more than one ESS,

the static analysis that I have carried out provides no information concerning which

strategy pair has the greatest likelihood of occurring. Furthermore, one should also

note that the static analysis provides no information into how the evolutionary stable

strategies are reached.

Thus, I must now look for other methods that allow cooperation to be a result of

such evolutionary games in a way that will allow me to determine how cooperation

and dominance hierarchies can be obtained in practice. It might be useful to consider

how the frequencies of each type of strategy played changes as time increases. For

this reason, I now consider what is known as the replicator dynamic [71].

4.2 Dynamic Analysis

According to Darwin, natural selection (or survival of the fittest) in a population is

the ‘preservation of favourable individual differences’ and ‘the destruction of those

which are injurious’ [20]. Thus, one would expect animals who play strategies that

give higher payoffs to be more successful than those who play alternative strategies.

It is this argument that motivates replicator dynamics.

In 1978, Taylor and Jonker formulated an intuitive way in which to model the

growth of strategies [68]. Their model is based on calculating how well each ‘replicator’

(a strategy) performs, as compared to the mean performance of all strategies. A key

assumption in replicator dynamics is that the offspring of each type of strategist

consists only of individuals that also play the same strategy [8]. In other words, the

offspring of an animal which plays Hawk should consist of animals which also play

Hawk. This assumption is the same as the asexual reproduction assumption made by

Maynard Smith in [64] that I discussed earlier.
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By formulating the problem as a dynamic model, the game can be be analysed

by using the standard techniques of linear stability analysis. This also highlights an

advantage of the replicator dynamics model compared to the static analysis techniques

– one can see how equilibria are reached.

Every ESS is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the dynamics [60]. However,

it should be noted that asymptotically stable equilibria are not necessarily ESSs. In

particular, there are special cases where an ESS corresponds to an asymptotically

stable equilibrium – for instance, games involving two players, in which each player

has a choice of two strategies to play [61]. Note, the game that I am considering

satisfies this. Thus, I now consider how replicator dynamics can be applied to the

problem.

4.2.1 General replicator dynamics

I set up the dynamical system for an asymmetric game as in [8]. Consider conflicts

between members of two distinct populations (1 and 2). Denote F1, ..., Fn as the

pure strategies available to population 1 and G1, ..., Gm as the strategies available to

population 2. If a Fi-strategist interacts with a Gj-strategist, the payoffs are denoted

as aij for the Fi-strategist and bji for the Gj-strategist, where i ∈ {1, ..., n} and

j ∈ {1, ...,m}. Hence, the payoffs can be written in terms of two matrices A and B.

Let xi be the relative frequency of Fi-strategists in population 1 and let yj be

the relative frequency of Gj-strategists in population 2. The vector x = (x1, ..., xn)

then describes population 1 and the vector y = (y1, ..., ym) describes population 2.

Additionally, I normalise the size of populations 1 and 2 so that x ∈ Sn and y ∈ Sm,

where Sa denotes the simplex

Sa = {u = (u1, ..., ua) :
a∑

k=1

xk = 1, xk ≥ 0}.

Using this notation, note that the mean payoff for a member of population 1 is

given by φ = xTAy and the mean payoff for a member of population 2 is given by

ψ = yTBx.

First, consider Fi-strategists from population 1 and assume that reproduction is

assumed to be a continuous process - rather than a discrete process between gen-

erations. The replicator dynamics model assumes that the rate of increase of Fi-

strategists is equal to the extent to which the increase in Darwinian fitness gained
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by playing strategy i outperforms the average increase in fitness for the population.

That is,
ẋi

xi
=
[(
Ay
)
i
− xTAy

]
.

Similarly, I can obtain an equation for Gj-strategists in population 2. One should note

that the derivatives are with respect to time – I am investigating how the frequencies

of the strategies change over time.

Thus the replicator dynamics model is

ẋi = xi
[(
Ay
)
i
− φ
]
, for i = 1, ..., n. (4.1)

ẏj = yj
[(
Bx
)
j
− ψ

]
, for j = 1, ...,m. (4.2)

4.2.2 Replicator dynamics for the game

I now apply the model to the problem that is studied in this thesis. The payoffs

matrices under consideration are

A =

(
1
2

0
1 αz2 + βz + γ

)
and B =

(
1
2

0
1 αz2 − βz + γ

)
.

The corresponding replicator equations for strategists of population 1 and strategists

of population 2 are

ẋi = xi
[(
Ay
)
i
− φ
]
, for i = 1, 2, (4.3)

ẏj = yj
[(
Bx
)
j
− ψ

]
, for j = 1, 2, (4.4)

respectively, where i, j = 1, 2 correspond to the strategies Dove and Hawk, respec-

tively.

Now consider the number of Doves in populations 1 and 2. I take x1 = x and

y1 = y for x, y ∈ [0, 1]. Because x1 + x2 = 1 and y1 + y2 = 1, the rate of change of

the number of Dove-strategists in populations 1 and 2 is given by

ẋ = x(x− 1)

[(
1

2
− δA

)
y + δA

]
, (4.5)

ẏ = y(y − 1)

[(
1

2
− δB

)
x+ δB

]
, (4.6)

respectively, where

δA := EF
A(H,H) = αz2 + βz + γ, δB := EF

B(H,H) = αz2 − βz + γ.
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I seek the strategy pair equilibrium to which the populations tend. Thus, I find

the equilibria points of Equations (4.5) and (4.6); these points satisfy ẋ = 0 and

ẏ = 0. From a biological perspective, these points correspond to the situation in

which the populations are no longer evolving. In particular, I seek the evolutionary

end-points of the system, so I determine whether the fixed points are asymptotically

stable.

The system of Equations (4.5) and (4.6) has the following nine equilibria:

(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1),(
δB

δB − 1
2

, 0

)
,

(
δB

δB − 1
2

, 1

)
,

(
0,

δA

δA − 1
2

)
,

(
1,

δA

δA − 1
2

)
,

(
δB

δB − 1
2

,
δA

δA − 1
2

)
.

In the problem that I am considering, only equilibria in [0, 1]× [0, 1] are relevant,

so I do not need to address the equilibria which become singularities at parameters

values such as δA = 0.5. To determine whether any fixed points are asymptotically

stable, I calculate the corresponding eigenvalues of the Jacobian:(2x− 1)((1
2
− δA)y + δA) (x2 − x)(1

2
− δA)

(y2 − y)(1
2
− δB) (2y − 1)((1

2
− δB)x+ δB)

 .

Note that cooperation (i.e., the equilibrium (0,0), which corresponds to the case

in which all members of populations 1 and 2 play Dove) is not asymptotically stable.

The eigenvalues in this scenario are both 0.5, so it is clear that this point can never be

an asymptotically stable equilibrium (and thus is also not an ESS) for the replicator

dynamics (4.5, 4.6).

Now, consider the other equilibria. The point (1,1) is asymptotically stable when

both δA and δB are positive. This makes intuitive sense, as when there are positive

expected payoffs from fighting, one would expect both populations to consist only of

Hawks.

Similar to the static analysis, I see that dominance relations can exist due to the

asymptotic stability of the equilibria (0,1) and (1,0). Additionally, as determined

in the static analysis, (1,0), which corresponds to the scenario in which members of

population 1 play Hawk and members of population 2 play Dove, is asymptotically

stable when δA < 0. Similarly, (0,1) is asymptotically stable when δB < 0.
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To summarise, in this section I have shown that the static analysis, as well as

the replicator dynamics model applied to the game do not allow cooperation as an

outcome of the problem concerned. However, I can use the replicator model as a

motivation to develop my own models. I saw by conducting a static analysis that the

ESSs of a game could be found easily. However, the main disadvantage of such an

approach was that one cannot determine how a population will reach that point in

the strategy space – an issue that is not present when using the replicator dynamics

model. Thus, I move away from a static approach and focus on developing a new

dynamical model for the problem.

It is also important to note that both of the analyses considered in this chapter

did not allow animals to change their behaviour. Instead, animals were thought to

be preprogrammed with strategy choices [64]. This is another significant limitation

of the models, as it is unrealistic to expect an animal to repeat the same behaviour

throughout its entire lifetime, especially when playing an unsuccessful strategy. One

would expect players to adapt their strategies using the experience of previous en-

counters. This argument motivates me to consider a model in which animals are

allowed to change their behaviour between interactions with an opponent.
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Chapter 5

Incorporating Strategy Updates

The replicator dynamics model in Chapter 4 described how the frequencies of each

type of strategist evolved in a population. Essentially, I was studying the strategies

rather than the players. Similarly, in my new model, I want to see how the strategies

evolve over time and whether this will lead to cooperation or dominance relations.

However, I want to differ my approach from the replicator dynamics model. In-

stead of considering the number of strategists in a population, I will consider pairwise

contests. By using the outcomes of these pairwise interactions between the animals,

I obtain a model for the temporal evolution of the behaviour of a population. Addi-

tionally, recall that the replicator dynamics model made the assumption that animals

pass on their behaviour type (i.e., their strategy) to their offspring. Now, I will con-

sider situations in which animals adjust their own behaviour over time. Note that

this also means that the asexual reproduction assumption, which was discussed in

Chapter 3, is no longer required.

In this chapter, I consider a model in which the probabilities of each animal

adopting the strategy Hawk is allowed to change each round. I investigate a model in

which each animal’s probability of playing a certain strategy in the next interaction

is proportional to the payoff that would have been gained by playing that strategy

(as compared to the expected payoff from playing the game).

As I demonstrated in the static analysis in Chapter 4, it is possible to achieve a

dominance hierarchy when each pairwise contest eventually leads to either a Dove–

Hawk or a Hawk–Dove ESS during the N rounds of the game (each round is a single

interaction). Cooperation is achieved when both animals play the Dove strategy,

thereby cooperating by sharing the resource equally between them.

I again consider a contest between two animals A and B. Because I want to

consider how the strategy of each animal in a pairwise contest changes over the

N interactions, I introduce the terms pA and pB, which denote, respectively, the

probabilities that A and B play Hawk. That is, pA = 1 corresponds to A always
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playing Hawk, and pA = 0 corresponds to A never playing Hawk (and thus always

playing Dove).

Recall the game in Table 3.3. Let EG
i (pX , pY ) represent the expected payoff for

player i from playing the game when player A plays Hawk with probability pX and

player B plays Hawk with probability pY . The expected payoff for player A from

playing the game is then

EG
A(pA, pB) = pApBδA + (1− pB)

(
1

2
+

1

2
pA

)
(5.1)

and the expected payoff from playing the game for player B is

EG
B(pA, pB) = pApBδB + (1− pA)

(
1

2
+

1

2
pB

)
, (5.2)

where recall that

δA = αz2 + βz + γ, δB = αz2 − βz + γ.

I introduce the notation p
(n)
i to represent the probability that player i plays Hawk

in the nth round, and S
(n)
i to represent the strategy that player i plays in the nth round.

I also assume that the players have complete information - including the knowledge

of their opponent’s probability of playing Hawk in the next round. This comes from

the fact that I am assuming that the animals know the size of the asymmetry z. This

assumption is quite unrealistic, so I will remove it later.

I wish to relate p
(n+1)
i to p

(n)
i by taking into account that a player might update

its behaviour based on the payoffs gained in the previous round. For example, if

player A played the Hawk strategy, then the probability might update by adding an

amount that is proportional to how much better the payoff for playing Hawk against

the strategy adopted by B in the previous round (πA(Hawk, S
(n)
B )) was, as compared

to the expected payoff in the last round (EG
A(p

(n)
A , p

(n)
B )). That is, I take

p
(n+1)
A = p

(n)
A + k ×

(
πA(Hawk, S

(n)
B )− EG

A(p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
)
,

where k ≥ 0 is the level of responsiveness of the animal (i.e., how quickly the animal

responds to what happened in the previous round). Similarly, for a player that played

the Dove strategy, I might have an update rule of(
1− p(n+1)

A

)
=
(

1− p(n)A

)
− k ×

(
πA(Dove, S

(n)
B )− EG

A(p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
)
,
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so

p
(n+1)
A = p

(n)
A + k ×

(
πA(Dove, S

(n)
B )− EG

A(p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
)
.

Hence, both cases satisfy

p
(n+1)
A = p

(n)
A + k ×

(
πA(S

(n)
A , S

(n)
B )− EG

A(p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
)
. (5.3)

Similarly, for player B, I have

p
(n+1)
B = p

(n)
B + k ×

(
πB(S

(n)
A , S

(n)
B )− EG

B(p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
)
. (5.4)

To ensure that the probabilities remain to values in [0, 1], for each player i, I take

p
(n+1)
i = g

(
p
(n)
i + k ×

(
πi(S

(n)
A , S

(n)
B )− EG

i (p
(n)
A , p

(n)
B )
))
,

where g is the sigmoid function (shown in Figure 5.1) defined by

g =
1

1 + exp(−20 (f − 1
2
))
.

Figure 5.1: A graph showing the sigmoid function that I use in the Model (5.3, 5.4)

to bound the probabilities pA and pB to [0, 1].

5.1 Simulations

I simulate the proposed model in MATLAB to gain insight into how the behaviour

of the animals can evolve and whether cooperation or dominance relations occur.
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For each contest, I assume that the animals interact 200 times, corresponding to 200

rounds of the game. Recall the assumption made in Chapter 3 concerning the need for

a high probability of repeated interactions between the animals – 200 rounds seems

a reasonable amount that allows dominance relations to result. In cases of very few

rounds, a dominance relation does not result. From a biological perspective, this

feature of the model corresponds to how the costs of being in a hierarchy are only

warranted if the probability of repeated interactions is high. Additionally, due to the

uncertainty with which animal will win a fight, different outcomes are often possible

when repeating the same simulation. In such cases, I run the simulation 1000 times

to determine the likelihood of each possible outcome of the model.
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Figure 5.2: Different possible outcomes from running the simulation of Equations

(5.3, 5.4) when considering the parameter values c1L = 0.8, c0L = 0.8, c1W = 0.7,

c0W = 0.7, pA(1) = pB(1) = 0.5, k = 0.1, and z = 0.

I seek the endpoints of the evolution of the strategies – that is, after the 200

interactions between the animals, I want the final strategies adopted by the animals.

Figure 5.2 shows the results that I obtain when simulating the Model (5.3, 5.4) for

the specified values of the parameters. With these values, the simulation provides the

updating of the probabilities pA and pB shown in the figure. Note that the corners
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of each graph correspond to the different end-points of the N rounds of the game:

the corners (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1) correspond to Dove–Dove, Hawk–Dove, Dove–

Hawk, and Hawk–Hawk, respectively.

In the case with the parameters as in Figure 5.2, there are four different outcomes

that may occur. The histogram in Figure 5.3 shows the number of occurrences of each

outcome for 1000 realisations of the situation in which the pair of animals interact

200 times using the same parameters as those in Figure 5.2. Importantly, note that,

unlike the replicator dynamics model, this model allows cooperation as an outcome.

Figure 5.3: Number of occurrences of each outcome when running 1000 simulations

of N rounds of the game. The parameter values are the same as those in Figure 5.2.

5.1.1 Effect of Animal Responsiveness

I now consider how changing the value of the responsiveness k affects the results of the

simulation. Figure 5.4 illustrates the temporal evolution of the strategies adopted by

the pair of animals for different responsiveness levels. As expected, the responsiveness

indicates how quickly the animals update their probabilities of playing Hawk. As k

becomes large, fewer rounds are required to reach the final probabilities. However, in

practise, Figure 5.4 shows that – although k is an important parameter – the effects of

changing k are not that significant (as the same final probabilities are reached). For

this reason, I consider k = 0.1 and associate the same level of responsiveness to each

animal. To consider varying levels of k would be a simple extension to the model.
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Figure 5.4: Effects of varying responsiveness k for the parameters c1L = 0.3, c0L = 0.3,

c1W = 0.2, c0W = 0.2, pA(1) = pB(1) = 0.5, and z = 0.5.

5.2 Dominance of a Smaller Animal

In situations, when the smaller of the two animals wins an escalated contest early in

the N interactions, there are occasions where this results in an unexpected dominance

relation in which the smaller animal dominates. Importantly, this is not a flaw in the

model, as such occurrences are seen in nature (though they are rare) [41, 72].

The graph shown in the left panel of Figure 5.5 displays what would be expected

in a pair of animals with the size difference z = 0.5. That is, the larger animal A,

dominates animal B. The graph shown in the right panel of Figure 5.5 shows another

outcome that occurs but one that would not necessarily be expected: in this case,

animal B dominates animal A.
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Figure 5.5: The left panel shows the expected dominance relation – the larger animal

dominates the smaller animal. The right panel shows that the smaller animal can

sometimes get lucky and win early on in the N rounds causing it to be the dominant

animal in the pair. The parameters used for these simulations are c1L = 0.3, c0L = 0.3,

c1W = 0.2, c0W = 0.2, pA(1) = pB(1) = 0.5, and z = 0.5.

5.3 Limitations of the Model

Recall the discussion in Chapter 1 concerning the levels of aggression that animals

show when initially grouped together. For this reason, I consider the case where

pA(1) = pB(1) = 1. In this situation, the simulations suggest that the only result

possible is continuous fighting – neither cooperation nor dominance relations occur.

HH
HHH

HHH
A

B
Dove Hawk

Dove (0.5,0.5) (0,1)

Hawk (1,0) (−0.25,−0.25)

Table 5.1: The expected game when considering parameter values c1L = 0.8, c0L =

0.8, c1W = 0.7, c0W = 0.7, pA(1) = pB(1) = 0.5, and z = 0. Importantly, note that

the expected payoffs in the Hawk–Hawk box are negative – this could correspond to

situations in which the costs of fighting are high, such as in lethal combat in animals

which might occur when the resource has a significant value [42].

This raises questions with the model, as in the case of the parameter values under
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consideration, persistent fighting will just decrease the Darwinian fitness of both

animals. The game being played is shown in Table 5.1 and note that both entries in

the Hawk–Hawk box are negative. Thus, for both of the animals, it would be better

to simply withdraw from the contest by playing Dove instead. Although, this may

allow the animal’s opponent to win the entire resource, by playing the less aggressive

strategy, the animal will be able to ensure its Darwinian fitness does not decrease.

Thus, my model needs to incorporate the fact that an animal would not persistently

play a strategy that gives negative expected payoffs.

In the model that I have proposed, the reason why an animal stays at pA = 1 is

because the expected payoff is approximately equal to the payoff from the last round.

This is what prevents the player from switching to a better strategy. Thus, I need to

improve the model by modifying the way in which the behaviours are updated.

5.4 Modification of the Model

To summarise, good features of this model include that cooperation and dominance

relations are both possible outcomes. It also displays other realistic features such

as the way that smaller animals can sometimes become the dominant animal in a

pair, as well as that the outcomes of most pairwise contests are reached quite quickly.

However, there are also problems with this model. In cases where I am considering

parameter values that give a negative expected payoff from playing the game, the

model does not account for the fact that an animal would not stay at an outcome

that will always decrease its Darwinian fitness.

I gave an example where both animals were sticking to the strategy Hawk, even

though both were receiving negative expected returns. In such situations, it is more

realistic that an animal will just cooperate/withdraw from a fight. That way, although

the animal can only receive either half of the resource or even none of it, at least the

animal’s Darwinian fitness will not decrease. This motivates me to consider the cases

of positive and negative expected game returns separately.

I amend the model so that, for animal i, if

EG
i (p

(n)
A , p

(n)
B ) < 0,

then animal i will play Dove (that is, pi(n+1) = 0) because it will always be better to

play Dove and get zero payoff then play Hawk and get a negative payoff. Figure 5.6
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shows the simulation results obtained by using the amended model. When considering

the same parameters values as those used to create Figure 5.3, Figure 5.6 shows that

persistent fighting no longer occurs.

Figure 5.6: Number of occurrences of each outcome when running 1000 simulations

of the N rounds of the game with the modified model.

In the next model, I move away from the idea that an animal updates its behaviour

according to the difference between the payoff size received in the previous round and

the expected payoff. I need to account for situations in which there are negative

expected payoffs, as I showed in this chapter that there were cases in which the

animal would continue behaving in a way that was harmful for itself as long as the

payoffs were the expected ones. However, by considering the cases of positive and

negative expected game payoffs separately, more realistic outcomes were achieved.

Additionally, recall that the previous model assumed that the size of the asymme-

try z, was known to the animals. It is unrealistic to assume that all animals know the

size difference between themselves and their opponents. Instead, I will incorporate

uncertainty into my model and study a situation in which each animal estimates the

value of the asymmetry. It makes sense to incorporate uncertainty into the model

when trying to achieve cooperation as an outcome – surely, if animals are certain of

the size differences, then the biggest animal will be less likely to cooperate. By adding

uncertainty into the model, I might be able to achieve cooperation. This motivates

my next model (see Chapter 6), in which each animal’s behaviour is determined by

using its estimate for the asymmetry.
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Chapter 6

Incorporating Uncertainty

I now consider the more realistic situation involving incomplete information, in which:

• the animals do not know each other’s probabilities of playing Hawk, and

• the animals do not know the true size of the asymmetry.

By using the downfall of the previous model as motivation, I consider how the

strategies adopted by animals evolve when faced with negative expected payoffs. I

showed in the static analysis that the ESSs depended on the sign of the expected

payoffs from fighting. In the context of animal behaviour, the negative payoffs could

correspond to situations in which the costs of fighting are high, such as in lethal

combat in animals which might occur when the resource has a significant value [42].

As the value of the resource increases, the relative costs of fighting decrease, as

the animals are prepared to fight more for the resource. Hence, what should be seen

in my model is that as the costs of fighting decrease, there should be an increased

likelihood that the behaviour of each animal evolves to Hawk. Alternatively, as the

costs of fighting increases (which might also be interpreted in my model as a decrease

in the value that the animals attach to the resource), the frequencies of fighting should

decrease.

In the case of negative expected payoffs from fighting, I need to determine the

optimal strategy for an animal to play. I have discussed that it is more beneficial for

an animal’s fitness that it play Dove in such a scenario rather than playing Hawk.

However, what is stopping an animal from waiting for its opponent to switch to the

cooperative strategy before obtaining the whole resource for itself by playing Hawk?

This is a similar problem to the iterated prisoner’s dilemma game that I consid-

ered in Chapter 2. Cooperation could be reached when each prisoner was scared of

defecting in case it triggered the other prisoner to defect as well. In the evolutionary

game that I am considering, if an animal plays the more aggressive strategy of Hawk
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in the current round of the game, it must be careful of risking retaliation in later

rounds. Thus, by each animal being scared of receiving negative payoffs in the future,

they would rather play Dove than risk playing Hawk.

With this in mind, I now modify how the probability that each animal has of

playing Hawk updates after a round of the game. I need to determine the optimal

strategies to be played when the expected payoffs from fighting are positive, negative,

or zero.

From the static analysis, I have already seen that in cases where the expected

payoffs from fighting are positive, then the Hawk strategy is the best response to any

choice of strategy that its opponent might play. When the expected fighting payoffs

are zero, I again set the best strategy choice as Hawk. This is because if Dove is

played, then the animal can either receive a payoff of 0 or 0.5, whereas if Hawk is

played, it can receive a payoff of 0 or 1. Finally, when the entry is negative, I use the

earlier motivation as the reason why the Dove strategy is played.

Again, I use increment steps in order to change the strategy towards what the

animals thinks the optimal strategy is at each stage. Recall that δi denotes player i’s

expected payoff for fighting. Now, I find the probability that animal i plays Hawk by

using

p
(n+1)
i = p

(n)
i + k ×

{
0− p(n)i , if δi < 0,

1− p(n)i , if δi ≥ 0,
(6.1)

for i = A,B. Thus, in situations in which the expected payoff for fighting is positive,

the probability for the next round will increase, whilst in situations where the expected

payoff for fighting is negative, the probability will decrease. I now incorporate the

idea that animals will not know the size of the asymmetry between themselves and

their opponent.

6.1 Updating the Asymmetry Estimates

I consider a scenario in which the true difference in body-size between the players

is not known initially. Each player starts by playing Hawk, and then by using the

results of the game, they update their perceptions of the real size difference. By using

such updated beliefs, I will be able to model how the behaviours of the animals evolve

over the rounds of the game. Recall that the size of asymmetry is important because
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it has a significant effect on the expected payoffs from fighting. The probability that

each animal has of winning a fight depends on this value, which in turn affects the

estimated expected payoff from fighting and hence also the strategy to be played.

The asymmetry estimates are updated as follows:

z
(n+1)
i = z

(n)
i + kz ×


1− z(n)i , if A wins a fight,

−1− z(n)i , if A loses a fight,

0, if no fight occurs,

(6.2)

where z
(n)
i is player i’s estimated value of the asymmetry z to be used in deciding the

strategy choice for round n. The parameter kz denotes the level of responsiveness of

an animal to updating the estimates of z (recall that the parameter k, which is seen

in Equation (6.1), denotes the level of responsiveness of an animal to updating the

probability of playing Hawk). The updating rate kz is the same for each animal.

6.2 Simulations

I assume that each animal initially estimates that the size difference between the

pair to be 0. Furthermore, changing this simplifying assumption would be an easy

modification to make in the proposed model. Each player starts with the same initial

estimate and then updates its estimates at the same rate and by using the same

information. This implies that when simulating the game, I should expect the animals

to have identical estimates in each round.

I run simulations of the new model for the situation in which the animals have

N = 200 interactions corresponding to N rounds of the game. Figure 6.1 shows the

results that I obtain by using the parameters values c0W = 0.1, c0L = 0.9, c1W = 0.1,

c1L = 0.4, z = 0.1, k = 0.1, and kz = 0.1.

The graph on the left of Figure 6.1 shows the evolution of the probabilities pA

and pB, whereas the graph on the right of the figure displays the updating of the

asymmetry estimates. I see that after N interactions, A plays the strategy Hawk,

whereas B plays the strategy Dove (i.e., there is a dominance relation).
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Figure 6.1: The left panel shows the changes in probabilities pA and pB over the N

rounds of the game. The right panel shows the updating of the estimates for the

asymmetry.
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Figure 6.2: Demonstration that the smaller animal can sometimes get lucky and win

early on in the N rounds causing it to be the dominant animal in the pair.
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As with the previous model, Figure 6.2 (which uses the same parameter values as

in Figure 6.1) shows that this model also exhibits the realistic feature that there are

occasions where the smaller animal in a pair dominates. This happens if the smaller

animal wins early in the rounds, which causes its opponent (and itself) to believe that

the smaller animal is bigger than its true size.
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Figure 6.3: Demonstration that the model can produce cooperation as a result.

Cooperation between animals should be expected when the costs of fighting are

high and the size difference between the animals is thought to be small (so that it

would be better to avoid a fight rather than risk injury). Figure 6.3 shows that this

model allows cooperation as an outcome. The parameters used for this simulation are

c0W = 0.6, c0L = 1, c1W = 0.5, c1L = 0.6, z = 0.2, k = 0.1, and kz = 0.1. The bump

in the probability of animal A playing Hawk (seen in the left panel of Figure 6.3)

occurs because A wins the first few fights. However, the updated value of estimated

z still gives a negative expected payoff, so the probability decreases towards zero –

cooperation.

One should note that in some of the results, the final estimate of z does not

correspond to the imposed size difference between the players. A good example of

this is given in Figure 6.2, where the final estimate is z = −0.1, whereas the true

asymmetry value is z = 0.1. One might expect that such an estimate would be closer

to the imposed size difference when there is more information available on which the

players can base their beliefs – that is, when more fights occur. Figure 6.4 shows the
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results obtained when considering parameter values that give low costs of fighting

(and hence persistent aggressive behaviour).
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Figure 6.4: When the parameters chosen correspond to low fighting costs, differences

between the asymmetry estimates and the true value of the asymmetry can still occur.

The parameter values used in this simulation are c0W = 0.05, c0L = 0.1, c1W = 0.05,

c1L = 0.1, z = 0.3, k = 0.1, and kz = 0.1.

Additionally, Figure 6.4 further motivates me to consider another updating rule

for the estimates of the asymmetry. It is important to have a good updating rule

for the estimates of the asymmetry, as the estimated size difference between a pair

of animals plays a big role in my modelling of strategy choices. Thus, I now seek to

improve this part of the model. To update more accurately, I will now incorporate

Bayesian updating into the model.

6.3 Bayesian Updating

Recall that z is the size difference defined as

z = size of animal A− size of animal B.

I revisit a situation in which animals A and B each estimate the size difference z

and update their estimates after each round of the game. In the previous model, I
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updated z simply by increasing it slightly in cases in which animal A wins a fight

and decreasing it slightly when A loses a fight. Another method that can be used to

update the size difference estimates from the outcomes of the game is called ‘Bayesian

updating’ in which beliefs about the true value of the size difference z can be expressed

as a probability and are updated if new information becomes available [31].

Bayesian updating entails using conditioning to update prior beliefs by using any

new information obtained about the uncertain hypothesis. The animals express their

beliefs about the size of z in terms of a probability P (Hypothesis). New evidence

then yields a new estimate: P (Hypothesis|Evidence).

Bayesian updating uses Bayes’ rule, which is

P (Hypothesis|Evidence) =
P (Hypothesis ∩ Evidence)

P (Evidence)

=
P (Evidence|Hypothesis) × P (Hypothesis)

P (Evidence)
.

The P (Hypothesis|Evidence) term is called the ‘posterior’ and the P (Hypothesis)

term is called the ‘prior’. Bayesian updating involves iterating the rule above by

updating the prior belief with the posterior belief. For each value of z, I calculate

P (z|fight outcome) =
P (z ∩ fight outcome)

P (fight outcome)

=
P (fight outcome|z) × P (z)

P (fight outcome)
, (6.3)

which gives a probability distribution for z. By finding the peak of the posterior, I

can determine the most likely value of z, and I will use this as the updated estimate

of z. In the simulations, I take the prior probability distributions to be Gaussian

distributions centred at the initial estimates of z.

Figure 6.5 shows the results obtained by simulating a situation with low costs of

fighting (which yields more fighting and thus more information with which to update

asymmetry estimates). Pseudo-code for simulating the model consisting of Equation

(6.1) and Bayesian updating is given in the Appendix. Figure 6.5 shows the evolution

of the probability distribution for the value of z as the number of interactions between

a pair of animals increases. As N increases, since more fights occur, the peak of the

posterior also grows, as the animals gradually become more confident about their

beliefs of the true value of z. This is the case because each fight provides additional

information with which to update estimates. As before, the peak may not narrow
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(i.e. animals may not reach certainty) if costs are high and they stop fighting after a

smaller number of rounds.

Figure 6.5: Bayesian update of z over the N rounds. The parameter values are

c0W = 0.02, c0L = 0.05, c1W = 0.02, c1L = 0.03, z = 0.5, and k = 0.1.

To summarise, by adding uncertainty into the problem, I have developed a model

that allows both dominance relations and cooperation as outcomes of pairwise con-

tests. In this chapter, I used Bayesian updating to help model how an animal’s

behaviour can change between the different rounds of a game. A possible criticism of

this method is that it is unreasonable to assume that animals will update their beliefs

according to Bayes’ rule. However, research has shown that animals are ‘capable’ of

Bayesian updating [69].

All that is left to do is to model how a dominance hierarchy of an animal group

can be formed using such interactions. I discuss this topic in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Hierarchy Formation

I now construct a dominance hierarchy in an animal group by examining the outcomes

of a round-robin style tournament, in which each animal plays the game with every

other animal. One can interpret this as a game on a complete network, in which

each animal is a node and each edge indicates a game between the associated set of

animals. If I consider a group consisting of M animals, this implies that there are
1
2
M(M − 1) pairwise interactions. I also assume that such encounters are repeated

N times, so there are 1
2
M(M − 1) plays of the game during each of N rounds.

Although there is limited amount of resource available, I assume that there is still

enough to satisfy the amount required for a set up of a dominance hierarchy, whilst

also being sufficiently large so that the costs of fighting in the game remain fixed.

7.1 Calculating the Hierarchy Order

I discussed in Chapter 4 how a dominance hierarchy could be constructed using

all dominance relations or cooperative relations between all pairs from the group.

However, as the following example illustrates, there is difficulty in ordering animals

into a hierarchy if the dominance relations are not transitive.

7.1.1 Example

Consider a group of 4 animals and suppose that the resulting strategy pairs given by

the model are those shown in Table 7.1. Summarising these results in the form of a

picture (where an arrow A → B indicates that B dominates A and a line with no

direction indicates that there is no dominance relation), Figure 7.1 shows that not

all of the dominance relations are transitive. For instance, 1 dominates 2 and 1 is

indifferent in ranking to 4, but 2 dominates 4.
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1 2 3 4

1 - H-D D-H D-D

2 - - D-H H-D

3 - - - H-D

4 - - - -

Table 7.1: The strategy pairs resulting from N rounds of the game, where ‘D’ repre-

sents a Dove strategy and ‘H’ represents a Hawk strategy.

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the dominance relations given in Table 7.1.

Recall the notation introduced in Chapter 5 – p
(n)
i denotes the strategy played by

animal i in the nth round. A basic way to form the dominance hierarchy, even when

the relations are not transitive, is by assigning the value p
(N)
A − p(N)

B to the strategy

pair end-points obtained from the simulations. This provides me with a measure that

I can use when modelling the rankings of the animals. Table 7.2 shows the values

that I assign to each strategy pair.

Strategy pair Assigned Value

Dove–Dove 0

Dove–Hawk −1

Hawk–Dove 1

Hawk–Hawk 0

Table 7.2: The values that I assign to each possible final strategy pair.
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This assigning of values assumes that afterN rounds (withN sufficiently large) the

strategy choice by each animal has stopped changing. This assumption is reasonable

because after a certain number of rounds the estimated values of z will stop changing

significantly. The simulations suggest that 200 rounds is sufficiently large, as (unless

fighting is consistent) the end-points of Dove–Dove, Hawk–Dove, or Dove–Hawk are

generally reached in under 100 rounds of the game.

Using the assigned values, the interactions between the animals can be summarised

into a dominance matrix 
0 1 −1 0
−1 0 −1 1
1 1 0 1
0 −1 −1 0

 ,

where, for example, the (X, Y ) element of the matrix (with X, Y = 1, 2, 3, 4) contains

the assigned value given to the iterated interactions between animal X and animal Y

(where X is labelled as animal A and Y is labelled as animal B).

Also, I define a dominance measure di for each animal i (with i = 1, ...,M) as

di = number of animals dominated by i − number of animals that dominate i,

which provides one way of ranking animals into a dominance hierarchy. Each animal

i can be ranked by considering the sum of the entries in row i. This simple calculation

provides me with a measure of how many other members in a group an animal domi-

nates – thereby giving a rough indication of an animal’s ranking in the hierarchy (the

higher di, the higher animal i’s ranking). In the case of Example 7.1.1, I obtain the

ranking shown in Table 7.3 (where an animal occurring higher in the table illustrates

that it belongs higher in the hierarchy).

The hierarchy

animal 3

animal 1

animal 2

animal 4

Table 7.3: The dominance hierarchy found for Example 7.1.1 by using the described

method.
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The dominance measure that I have used is called the Netto score in [39] and it

is important to note that this method of ranking the animals will not always lead to

an unambiguous hierarchy, such as the one shown in Table 7.3. How should a model

account for cases in which there is a draw in the dominance measure between two or

more animals?

One way in which these draws can be eliminated from the hierarchy is by calcu-

lating the power, as explained in [46]. One should note that since such calculations

depend on taking powers of a dominance matrix, the matrix needs to be constructed

in a slightly different way from before in order for the power to be meaningful (more

details can be found in [46]).

However, from a biological perspective, a draw in the dominance measure may

correspond to cases where there are no stable dominance relations between the draw-

ing animals. Thus, in such a situation one animal does not rank higher or lower than

another animal as they might keep fighting. One example of how this might occur,

is when the size of the asymmetry between the animals is small.

To summarise, I have used the Hawk–Dove model as a tool with which to build

a dominance hierarchy. In this section, I have discussed one way of modelling a

dominance hierarchy. It is important to note that different dominance hierarchies

can be achieved using different ranking methods.

Similar to issues in other fields, such as determining how to design voting systems

[11] or how to rank sports teams [14], there is debate over which type of dominance

ranking procedure is best. In the context of animal dominance, some comparative

study has already been conducted in order to investigate the relative performance of

various different ranking methods (see, for example, [5]).

Earlier, I discussed the Netto score, but there are superior measures to use in

the modelling of a dominance hierarchy with the use of dominance matrices [39] or

without the use of dominance matrices [49]. One example (which also uses dominance

matrices) is the David’s score in [39], which is an extension of the method that I have

discussed in this chapter. However, these more advanced methods are beyond the

scope of this thesis and more information can be found in [5] and [39].
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Chapter 8

Discussion

I have shown that my model allows both cooperation and dominance relations as out-

comes and have considered the modelling of the formation of a dominance hierarchy.

In this chapter, I investigate how much asymmetry is required to make qualitative

differences in the relative frequencies of cooperation versus dominance hierarchies.

My model depends on the expected payoff from fighting, which itself depends

on the value of the asymmetry. Thus, one would expect that the asymmetry plays

a significant role in determining which model outcomes are possible. Figures 8.1–

8.2 display the effect that changing the parameters has on the possible outcomes of

the model, where I have used the same colours as in Chapter 4. The orange region

corresponds to the parameter values that give the Hawk–Hawk end-point, the light

blue region corresponds to the parameter values that give the Hawk–Dove endpoint,

and the yellow region corresponds to the parameter values that give the Dove–Hawk

end-point. The dark blue region in the figures corresponds to the parameter values

that give Dove–Dove (cooperation) as a result.

In Figures 8.1 and 8.2, note that for each value of the cost parameter considered,

there is a window of values for the asymmetry in which cooperation can occur. This

window increases as the cost parameter on the vertical axis increases. From a bi-

ological perspective, this corresponds to the fact that an animal is more willing to

cooperate when the injury risks are higher. Additionally, it can be seen from com-

paring the two panels in each figure that increasing the fixed cost parameters also (as

expected) increases the relative frequency of cooperation versus dominance relations.

My model gives the desired results and has features that correspond to what would

be expected biologically. Naturally, now that a reasonable model has been developed,

one would want to test it using real data, though an important issue arises (see the

discussion below). The parameters in my final model are:

• the asymmetry z;
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• the responsiveness of the animal k; and

• the cost parameters c0L, c1L, c0W , and c1W .

To test my model, I require reasonable values for the above parameters to use in the

simulation of a dominance hierarchy. Research suggests that body-size distributions

tend to be right-skewed log-normal distributions [17, 45]. Thus, for the simulations,

one could draw the body-sizes of each animal from such a distribution and then

calculate the size of the asymmetry between each pair of animals.

Also, research into the responsiveness of animals to environmental stimuli has

been carried out with many different species [74]. However, something that prevents

me from having a testable hypothesis is a lack of data concerning the values of the

cost parameters. How could such parameters be meaningfully measured?

This is a limitation of the model, but it should be noted that this is also a limita-

tion of this entire field. Due to the difficulty in measuring factors such as the costs of

fighting, models depending on these parameters cannot be tested easily against obser-

vational research. However, this problem can be reduced by considering ‘surrogate’

cost parameters.

Since longer fights imply that it ‘costs’ more for an animal to be involved, one

commonly used surrogate parameter is the ‘duration of an escalated contest’ [34].

Other examples include calculations involving the heartbeat rate of the animals in-

volved [59]. Thus, a natural extension to my model would be to use such surrogate

parameters to facilitate testing its predictions against observations.

Despite such limitations, there are also good features of the proposed model. In

particular, it provides a sound foundation that can easily be built upon. For example,

one might want to make a modification to incorporate more realistic characteristics

such as changing animal sizes.

Furthermore, the model that I have developed is ‘unified’ in the sense that was

discussed in Chapter 2. Not only does it model the formation of a dominance hier-

archy, but it also easily incorporates other features such as the introduction of a new

animal to the group. In such a scenario, there is usually a high level of ‘in-group’

aggression shown to the new individual [19, 57]. This is represented in my hierarchy

model by the way that the individual will have to compete with every member in

order for the individuals to obtain information about their relative fighting abilities.
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Figure 8.1: Effects that the asymmetry has on the relative frequency of cooperation

versus dominance hierarchies, whilst varying the cost parameter c1L. The parameter

values used for the left panel are c0L = 0.2, c0W = 0.1, and c1W = 0.1. The parameter

values used for the right panel are c0L = 0.9, c0W = 0.7, and c1W = 0.6. The orange,

light blue, yellow, and dark blue regions correspond to the parameter values that give

Hawk–Hawk, Hawk–Dove, Dove–Hawk, and Dove–Dove end-points, respectively.

Figure 8.2: Effects that the asymmetry has on the relative frequency of cooperation

versus dominance hierarchies, whilst varying the cost parameter c0W . The parameter

values used for the left panel are c0L = 0.1, c1W = 0.1, and c1L = 0.2. The parameter

values used for the right panel are c0L = 0.3, c1W = 0.3, and c1L = 0.5. The regions

are coloured as those in Figure 8.1.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to develop a simple model for the occurrence of cooperation

and dominance hierarchies in animal groups, whilst accounting for possible individual

asymmetries between members. To do so, I first investigated the standard approaches

that already existed in this field. By conducting a static analysis, which involved the

concept of an evolutionary stable strategy, and a dynamic analysis, which involved

the replicator dynamics model, I showed that such models did not allow cooperation

to occur. This motivated me to develop a new model.

My final model incorporates the fact that it is unlikely for animals to persistently

risk injury in situations in which fighting would give a negative expected payoff. I

also incorporated the feature that animals are unlikely to know the true value of size

asymmetries. By playing the game and by being involved in fights, animals gain

more information with which they can update their asymmetry estimates. The final

proposed model allowed cooperation and dominance relations to result from pairwise

interactions between animals. Using the results of these interactions, I then discussed

how a dominance hierarchy could be formed.

The biggest limitation of the model is a lack of real data available concerning

the values of the cost parameters that feature in the game, but this is a weakness

of the field and not the model. The evolution of the behaviour that animals display

will depend on the relative size of costs and benefits that are associated to adopting

the different behaviours. Therefore, the cost parameters are justified and cannot be

removed from the model because they have a critical role in the modelling of the

animals’ behaviour. As discussed in Chapter 8, ‘surrogate’ cost parameters can be

used to provide a testable hypothesis. This is an advantage with a game-theoretic

model – they easily provide explicit predictions to be tested [66].

There are also many other possible extensions to this thesis. For instance, I only

considered one type of asymmetry between animals. Another interesting asymmetry

to consider would be to incorporate the feature that animals need not necessarily
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value a resource in the same way. Further extensions could include relaxing some

of the assumptions made in the model. For example, it would be interesting to

relax the pairwise contests assumption and consider bystander effects – an animal

that observes other animals’ contests will have more information. This has been

considered in some hierarchy models, such as [25], but it would be interesting to

see the effects that bystanders have on the relative frequencies of cooperation versus

dominance hierarchies. Additionally, the modelling of the formation of a dominance

hierarchy could be extended by considering other forms of tournaments beyond a

round-robin style tournament.

To conclude, I have studied how game theory can be applied to the problem of

cooperation versus dominance hierarchies in animals to provide a framework in which

different types of animal behaviour can be easily analysed. I developed a novel model

and explored how the asymmetry of body-size differences can play a significant role

in determining the outcomes of interactions between members of animal groups. I

also made an original connection between the modelling the formation of a dominance

hierarchy and the Hawk–Dove model. Most importantly, this model provides a solid

foundation upon which to build future work.
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Appendix: Pseudo-code for

Simulating Model (6.1)

In this appendix, I give the pseudo-code for simulating the Model (6.1) using Bayesian

updating. Consider the situation in which there are N interactions between two

animals A and B. The cost parameters of fighting are c0L, c1L, c0W , and c1W . Also,

the responsiveness of the animals is k and the true size difference is z.

1. Calculate the probability that each animal has of winning a fight (pAwins
and

pBwins
) by using (Equations (3.1) and (3.2))

pAwins
=

1

2
z +

1

2
and pBwins

=
1

2
− 1

2
z.

2. Set the initial estimates of the size difference,

z
(1)
A and z

(1)
B

, for animal A and animal B, respectively.

3. Set the initial probabilities of playing Hawk,

pA(1) and pB(1)

, for animal A and animal B, respectively.

4. The animals play a round of the game. Determine the strategies that each

animal adopts by using pA(1) and pB(1). If a fight occurs (both animals play

Hawk), then determine the winner of the fight by using pAwins
and pBwins

. Record

the results of this round of the game, and in particular record the winner of a

fight if one occurs.

5. For i = 2, ..., N (the 2nd to N th interactions)

• Use the outcomes of the previous round of the game to calculate the next

estimates for the size difference – z
(i)
A and z

(i)
B – by using Bayes’ rule (Equa-

tion (6.3)).
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• Calculate the new estimated expected payoffs for fighting by using

δA = α
(
z
(i)
A

)2
+ βz

(i)
A + γ,

δB = α
(
z
(i)
B

)2
− βz(i)B + γ,

where

α :=
1

2

(
c1W−c1L), β :=

1

2

(
1−c0W +c1W +c0L+c1L), γ :=

1

2
(1−c0W−c0L).

• Update the probability that each animal has of playing Hawk by using the

updating rule (Equation (6.1))

p
(n+1)
i = p

(n)
i + k ×

{
0− p(n)i , if δi < 0,

1− p(n)i , if δi ≥ 0,

for i = A,B.

• The animals play a round of the game. Determine the strategies that each

animal adopts by using pA(1) and pB(1). If a fight occurs (both animals

play Hawk), then determine the winner of the fight by using pAwins
and

pBwins
. Record the results of this round of the game, and in particular

record the winner of a fight if one occurs.

End

The probabilities p
(N)
A and p

(N)
B give the final probabilities that each animal has

of playing the Hawk strategy.
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